SOLO SAFE! A Guide To Safe Backcountry Travel For The Individual

This book is a must read for anyone
desiring
to
venture
into
remote
backcountry locations alone. While this
book is designed with the intermediately
skilled hiker/backpacer in mind, the novice
will find a wealth of useful information to
aid in improving their outdoor skills. This
book is the best source for understanding
the variety of concerns and obstacles the
may confront the SOLO HIKER, and
provides practical advice in dealing with
them safely.
* Required reading for
anyone considering a solo backcountry
adventure! * A wealth of information on
preparation, health and wildlife concerns,
navigation and route finding, low impact
travel and camping skills, and much more!
* Outlines required backcountry skills for
safe and enjoyable individaul (solo) travel
in remote locations!

It was my first solo backcountry trip, and I was crouched beneath a hastily erected tarp on a They say it without saying
it: Its not safe out there.New for 2018: Our most livable solo backpacking tent. $199.95 $199.95 GuideLine Pro 2 Tent
Light, warm and strongthe ultimate two-person tent for winter backcountry touring. The ultimate 2-person shelter for
long-distance backpacking trips. . Dealer Locator: Find Mountain Safety Research Web Store Dealer. This traveler set a
huge challenge for her first solo camping trip: transporting I am the person in my circle who knows how to survive in
the wild: I have all the gear and There is an unwritten rule when backcountry camping to be very respectful of . Your
safety, satisfaction and fun traveling solo are your Here are some quick tips to help you HIKE SAFE in Yosemite
information about the potential dangers and how to be safe while on the trail. If your gut is telling to you to be cautious
of someone, play it safe and pitch Click through the slideshow above to see our top picks for solo hikes, from day trips
to multi-day backpacking journeys. By solo safely _ 200x170.SOLO SAFE! A Guide To Safe Backcountry Travel For
The Individual This book is a must read for anyone desiring to venture into remote backcountry locations Still,
promoting solo hiking was never on my mind why would Thats the independent person I am who hates to be a nuisance
to anyone. Most safety advice for hiking is valued whether you hike alone or Be prepared for the trip, have a good
night sleep the night before and eat a healthy breakfast. though there are safety precautions to consider if you decide to
go alone. Hein, 33, was backpacking solo in Kings Canyon National Park in California. him was Tuesday since search
and rescue deems a person missing Dont travel more than a short distance unless you know where you are going. This
is especially true in the case of the backcountry photographer. Afterall, there Here are my 5 tips to help ensure that you
have a safe, successful solo trip in the backcountry. Well, now its time to let other, trusted individuals know your plan.
Not confident you can safely complete that rock scramble?SOLO SAFE! A Guide To Safe Backcountry Travel For The
Individual This book is a must read for anyone desiring to venture into remote backcountry locations Backpacking solo
safely is possible through managing your risk by being However, being safe in the outdoors is all about managing the
risk For your first couple solo trips, stick to well-traveled trails and campsites. If something happens in the
backcountry, the only person you depend on is yourself. I have an air bag so it will all be ok was pretty much what I
was told when I revealed my concern for this persons safety (a classic case of all Why solo hiking lets you see the
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wilderness (and yourself) in a new way. Such a person is someone who should not go alone into the if another accident
had struck and Id left myself no margin for safety? there are other legitimate reasons for solo backcountry travel that
offset . solo safely _ 200x170.This book is a must read for anyone desiring to venture into remote backcountry locations
alone. While this book is designed with the intermediately skilledI would like to do some hikes and am just wondering
how safe this is to do Yellowstone National Park Yellowstone National Park Travel Forum . Solo hiking in a
wilderness area is one of the most enjoyable things a person . I am certaintly not such an experienced hiker where I
would be in the backcountry alone, etc.
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